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Family history can be fatal. Riley Carson Connors is yanked out of Pittsburgh and coaxed to New
York by two tall, sexy strangers. Nicholas Sherwood and Damian are the only people in the world who
know anything about her parents, and what they know is terrifying. She must face a powerful enemy
who killed both her parents, who were the best demon hunters of their era. But while the truth about
Riley's family history is a powerful magnet, Damian and Nicholas prove to be even more compelling.
Former lovers and brought together only because they gave their word to her mother to protect Riley,
the two powerful vampires play erotic mind games with her. Each has a hidden sexual agenda that
Riley can't begin to guess, but seems to involve driving her out of her mind with the sort of pleasure
only a centuries-old lover would know how to give. Warning: This story features two super hot alpha
vampire heroes, multiple sex scenes, including anal sex, MM sexual play, MMF sex and the use of
sex toys. Do not read this book if frank sexual language and sex scenes offend you. No vampires or
demon hunters came to harm in the making of this book. Gargoyles have been added to the official
hunt list, however... This is the second book in The Stonebrood Saga. Book 1: Carson's Night Book 2:
Beauty's Beasts Book 3: Sabrina's Clan __ Night Owl Reviews Reviewer's Top Pick It's an
outstanding book but be prepared to have your hanky ready. It has everything a good old fashioned
adventure story should have: an evil villain, the unknowing stooge, creatures of the night and heroic
men/vampires who will do everything to keep their woman safe. Once this reviewer started this book,
she couldn't stop until the last page was read! Blackraven's Reviews Beauty's Beasts is a erotic page
turner full of heart. Certainly one You Gotta Read. You Gotta Read Reviews Delightfully wicked and
erotic. I loved every minute of it. Don't miss out on this was a wonderful read. Night Owl Reviews
Vividly captivating paranormal thriller that is infused with edgy suspense, dark passion and an
extreme emotional depth that immediately grabs the reader and never lets go! The Romance Studio A
paranormal lover's wicked delight. Literary Nymphs
Princess Sophia has helped her twin sister Lily save the duchy of Marin. But now Sophie faces a
greater threat when she sets out to free Palinar from its beastly prince. In this reimagining of Beauty
and the Beast, Beauty will have to use all of her strength and intelligence if she is to outwit her
enemies, break a curse and find true love.
No one in the Kingdom really knows what their King looks like. Though many have been in his
presence, everyone soon forgets their time at the castle once they pass the castle gates. It's been said
that he is an experiment gone wrong, a chimaera with a beastly form that no one, even those granted
payment for their company, has been able to stomach. That is until a handsome, but despondent
sailor shows up at his door. Andre Belle Dubois never expected to stay in his majesty's castle for six
months! And she especially didn't expect to fall in love with a beast! You'd think that a formal
courtship with His Majesty would make declaring one's feelings easy. But the crass and very
unladylike sailor keeps ruining her chances. Just when Belle's figured it all out, a coup brews on the
outskirts of the Kingdom and threatens her happily-ever-after. Intensely romantic and deliciously
taboo, Searlus and the Sailor is a Beauty and the Beast retelling unlike any other, capturing the
struggles of not fitting in and the courage it takes to love someone whom society deems unworthy of it.
Patch knows something is direly wrong when all the squirrels in Central Park wake to find every
foodstore stolen -- and, in the middle of winter, that means starvation. Patch's mother is gone without
a trace and in her den drifts a musky, unfamiliar scent. Hungry, tired and alone, Patch sets off into
the mountains, ' the human lands of New York City, to find food and to uncover what's happening to
his family. He finds out too late that a war is brewing beneath his paws. Patch is swept into an deadly
battle that unites squirrels, birds, cats and dogs against vicious forces below the ground, rumoured to
be led by the mysterious, legendary King Beneath. Gripping and suspenseful, Beasts of New York is a
gritty urban fantasy populated by unforgettable characters as vivid and complicated as humans: from
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mercurial Zelina, the Queen of All Cats, to Snout, a massive and power-hungry rat, to Karmerruk, an
arrogant, dangerous hawk. Evans's New York City of wildlife is deeply imagined; the urban
landscape wavers between the familiar and the disturbingly bizarre, while Jim Westergard's intricate
wood engravings illuminate the settings and many characters. Evans, a master of dark crime thrillers,
brings his fast-paced energy to an entirely new world -- one right under our feet.
Beasts Among Us (book 3)
Beauty's Wolves
Gilded Rose
Blood Revealed
Five Full-Length Novels Retelling Beauty & the Beast
Fever Series Book 1

Raised to be a sacrifice to protect her people in the domed city of
Yuan, blind princess Isra endeavors to help Banished citizens who
were cast out because of their Monstrous traits and enlists the help of
mutant boy Gem while uncovering dark secrets from her society's
past. By the author of Juliet Immortal.
The wildly explosive finale to the Blood Stone series! The Summanus
eat humans. There are more of them every day. Humanity can’t win.
Rory Rafferty, theoretical physicist and stunning beauty, is an eight
hundred year old vampire with no time for men who want to control
her. At night, she kicks Summanus butt. Dante Santana is a recently
retired pro football player in love with Rory, and more than eager to
kill Summanus while he’s waiting for her. Sasha Mikhailov spies for
the GRU, roams the world, an independent man with a gun…until he
meets Rory and Dante. Humans, vampires and the Elah face the end
of the world in the series reviewers call “fantastic”, “a knockout” and
“definitely a keeper series”. Get your copy today! WARNING: Contains
frequent, explicit, heart-stopping MMF sex between two sexy alpha
heroes and their feisty heroine, including ménage and anal. Also
contains some violence, but no actual vampires were harmed in the
making of this novel. __ This is Book 5 and the final book of the Blood
Stone series. Blood Stone 1.0: Blood Knot (#1 Amazon Best Seller,
Fantasy Romance) Blood Drops 1.1: Southampton Swindle* Blood
Drops 1.2: Broken Promise* Blood Drops 1.3: Vale* Blood Drops 1.5:
Amor Meus* Blood Stone 2.0: Blood Stone Blood Stone 3.0: Blood
Unleashed Blood Stone 3.5: Blood Drive – Blood Stone Boxed Set 1
Blood Stone 4.0: Blood Revealed Blood Stone 5.0: Blood Ascendant
[*Blood Drops are short and novella length stories featuring the
characters and situations in the Blood Stone series. Droplet sized
morsels for your reading pleasure.] These are continuing characters
and storylines. Reading the series in order is strongly recommended.
Don’t miss this thrilling installment in THE BLOOD STONE series —get
your copy today! __ Praise for the Blood Stone series I've really
enjoying this series as a whole. Watching Nial maneuver his pieces on
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the board as he and the other vampires prepare to reveal themselves
is interesting. I highly recommend this series because it is a knockout.
I can't tell you how glad I was to find Tracy Cooper-Posey. I haven't
been a big fan of vampire romance, but she does it for me. Read this
series and you won't be sorry. This whole series has been fantastic. I
recommend the entire Blood Stone series 100%!! Great! I’m rapidly
falling in lust with all these characters and stories and can’t wait to
read more.—Carrie Reads a Lot As always a cracking story– definitely
a keeper series—Jeannie Zelos Book reviews.
The nightmare begins on a lonely country road when young bride
Elaine Stern suffers "a fate worse than death" at the hands of a
werewolf. Nine months later, the traumatized woman gives birth to a
pair of fraternal twins. One, Jason, is frail, bespectacled and timid.
The other, Joshua, is aggressive and hairy, with uncanny strength.
When the boys are in their teens, they arrive at Hallerton College, a
mysterious place where weird things tend to happen even before they
get there. The horror goes into overdrive when a string of grisly
murders paralyzes the campus. As the body count mounts, Jason
begins to suspect that his brother has inherited the curse of
lycanthropy. He races to find a cure, enlisting the help of the wise,
adventurous and beautiful Professor Cairo Oldewood. Also along for
the ride are Cameron, a gorgeous blonde coed, and Jason's roommate
Dylan, a fearless extreme-sports junkie who will do anything for a
thrill, even face the full fury of a rampaging monster. Together, to
save Joshua's soul, they must solve a centuries-old mystery before the
full moon rises again, and before the hour of the beast is upon them!
"Hour of the Beast is written in fire and blood. This gripping, fastpaced mystery/thriller features an Indiana Jones-type heroine, Cairo
Oldewood. It will keep you turning the page to the very last horror." -J.e. Franklin, winner of New York Drama Desk Award. Fast-paced and
tightly written, Hour of the Beast is a terrifying roller-coaster ride
through Hell and back. From the opening scene of indescribable
horror to its nail-biting climax on a snow-enshrouded mountain, the
tale grabs you by the throat and never lets go. The book introduces a
unique horror heroine: Professor Cairo Oldewood, a globe-trotting
female Indiana Jones. This charismatic character is intriguing enough
to spawn a book series of her own- provided she survives, of course.
The author is a former writer for the infamous tabloid Weekly World
News, best known for its wacky headlines like "Bat Boy Escapes" and
"Alien Backs Clinton." So, as one might expect, the novel is laced with
black, subversive humor. Some of the college students' wisecracks
and use of slang (banishing your roommate so you can have sex in
privacy is known as "sexiling") will make the reader laugh out loud.
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Yet the book is meticulously researched and delves seriously into
werewolf lore. In its pages one finds everything from the origins of
lycanthropy in Greco-Roman cults to its bizarre link to LSD produced
in bread mold. And, though it delivers the requisite blood, gore and
chills in spades, Hour of the Beast is more than just a horror novel.
The author is a Yale graduate with a degree in English Literature and
it shows. The work is full of sly historical and literary allusions
(Hallerton College is a nod to Harry Haller, the protagonist of Herman
Hesse's Steppenwolf). In many ways, the book is a thought-provoking
exploration of the nature of good and evil in a man. The novel has its
share of steamy moments. Some scenes between Cameron and one of
the brothers will certainly get readers' pulses pounding. But, despite
an opening rape scene--which is tastefully executed, there is nothing
in this book to offend the typical adult or young adult reader.
Reminiscent of the early novels of Stephen King, such as Salem's Lot,
Hour of the Beast is a masterpiece of modern horror. Beyond the
fright factor, the book's characters are three-dimensional and
fascinating--you actually care about them. This book will appeal to
hardcore horror fans and to people who prefer their chillers with a
dose of intellect. The folks who like the works of Charlaine Harris
(author of the Sookie Stackhouse books that are the basis of the HBO
series "True Blood") will love this scary, smart, sexy novel.
Millions of pages read in Kindle Unlimited and thousands of worldwide
downloads in its first month--readers are raving about this fast, fun,
standalone Urban Fantasy Fairy Tale:"Completely hooked . . . I
couldn't put it down." -TwistedTel93 ★★★★★"Omg this book was
amazing. I loved everything about Beauty's Beast." -Book Lover
★★★★★"I was hooked from the first page and did not want to put it
down. A modern day RH remake of a classic fairy-tale, and it is
awesome!"-Ms S Steele ★★★★★___________________________________________
________________________________Fairy tales aren't just for children...Izzy
doesn't suffer fools and she doesn't take prisoners, so when one of
the local mobs takes her father captive, she'll stop at nothing to free
him--even if it means taking on the mysterious men of Blackwood
Forest herself.But when Izzy enters the lair of the beasts, she
discovers saving her father isn't as simple as it seemed, and saving
herself from Alexander Blackwood and his pack is going to be even
harder...Sometimes beauty is a beast.PLEASE NOTE: The Poison Court
Saga is a collection of standalone fairy tale retellings with an Urban
Fantasy twist. While the Posion Courts novels are set in the same
universe as L.C. Hibbett's bestselling Wicked Witch series, and tell
backstories for characters from the Wicked Witch series, the
standalone Poison Courts novels contain scenes intended for an 18+
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audience. Salty language is used throughout and romantic elements
are of a reverse harem nature.
Harvest of Holidays
Hour of the Beast
Beauty and the Beast
Beauty Tames the Beast
Do You Dream of Terra-Two?
MacKayla Lane’s life is good. She has great friends, a decent job, and a car that breaks
down only every other week or so. In other words, she’s your perfectly ordinary twentyfirst-century woman. Or so she thinks . . . until something extraordinary happens. When
her sister is murdered, leaving a single clue to her death—a cryptic message on Mac’s
cell phone—Mac journeys to Ireland in search of answers. The quest to find her sister’s
killer draws her into a shadowy realm where nothing is as it seems, where good and evil
wear the same treacherously seductive mask. She is soon faced with an even greater
challenge: staying alive long enough to learn how to handle a power she had no idea she
possessed–a gift that allows her to see beyond the world of man, into the dangerous
realm of the Fae. . . . As Mac delves deeper into the mystery of her sister’s death, her
every move is shadowed by the dark, mysterious Jericho, a man with no past and only
mockery for a future. As she begins to close in on the truth, the ruthless Vlane—an
alpha Fae who makes sex an addiction for human women–closes in on her. And as the
boundary between worlds begins to crumble, Mac’s true mission becomes clear: find the
elusive Sinsar Dubh before someone else claims the all-powerful Dark Book—because
whoever gets to it first holds nothing less than complete control of the very fabric of
both worlds in their hands. . . . Look for all of Karen Marie Moning’s sensational Fever
novels: DARKFEVER | BLOODFEVER | FAEFEVER | DREAMFEVER |
SHADOWFEVER | ICED | BURNED | FEVERBORN | FEVERSONG BONUS: This
edition contains an excerpt from Karen Marie Moning's Bloodfever.
To save their world, vampires and humans must fight together…against the deadliest
enemy ever unleashed. Nial, leader of the vampires, assembles his loyal followers yet
again—and this time they must not fail. For the mythic Blood Stone has been broken
and doomsday evil unleashed upon the world of humans in the form of The Others. To
save the innocents, Nial and his kind must lift a centuries’ old veil of secrecy, revealing
who they truly are. This has never gone well in the past—will it be different this time?
Maybe, if three unlikely heroes can be convinced to join the fight. When an action
movie star, a deaf empath and an ex-soldier join forces, the action explodes—both on
the battle front and in the bedroom. Patrick Sauvage, Hollywood A-list actor, ‘comes
out’ as a vampire. Good thing he’s learned a few extra skills as an action star—because
he needs a new career. What actress wants to star opposite a guy who gives new meaning
to the term ‘drop dead gorgeous’? Dominic Castellano lost his hearing in a freak
accident—and everything he loved along with it. But he has other talents to wield in the
coming war—he can now sense what others can’t. And his charisma casts a spell on both
Patrick and the third member of their triad. Blythe Murray, LA single mom and exPage 5/16
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soldier, would rather forget her military service—but she’ll resurrect it when The Others
invade their city. She’ll give her all to fight evil, and protect her children. But no human
woman can withstand the powerful and instant bond between her, Patrick and Dominic.
The world is at war, the future uncertain, the enemy nearly unstoppable—so why fight
the best thing they’ve ever found? The three can only hope it will be enough to carry
them through the devastation to come. READER ADVISORY: Contains frequent,
explicit, heart-stopping MMF sex between two sexy alpha heroes and their feisty heroine,
including ménage and anal. Also contains some violence, but no actual vampires were
harmed in the making of this novel. __ Book 4 of the Blood Stone series. Blood Stone
1.0: Blood Knot (#1 Amazon Best Seller, Fantasy Romance) Blood Drops 1.1:
Southampton Swindle* Blood Drops 1.2: Broken Promise* Blood Drops 1.3: Vale*
Blood Drops 1.5: Amor Meus* (Collection) Blood Stone 2.0: Blood Stone Blood Stone
3.0: Blood Unleashed Blood Stone 3.5: Blood Drive – Blood Stone Boxed Set 1 Blood
Stone 4.0: Blood Revealed Blood Stone 5.0: Blood Ascendant [*Blood Drops are short
and novella length stories featuring the characters and situations in the Blood Stone
series. Droplet sized morsels for your reading pleasure.] __ Praise for Blood Revealed:
The threat of the Others was practically tangible…she did a really good job of creating
a scary ass monster. Oh my when Tracy Cooper-Posey goes for it she goes all in. This is
intense. Blood Revealed continues the tradition of suspense, love, wonderfully beautiful
ménage scenes, and character development that makes you wish you knew these people in
person instead of them only being in a book. As always a seatbelt is required for a story
from Tracy!!
Callan Lyons is a genetic experiment. One of six fighting for freedom and the survival
of their Pride. Merinus Tyler is the reporter who will tempt him, draw him, until the
fury of the "mating frenzy" locks them into a battle of sexual heat there is no escape
from. Deception, blood, and the evil Genetics Council are hot on their trail. Callan will
use his strength to try and save them both...and do all in his power to keep his woman in
the process.
Carson Connor’s final story. The Stonebrood Clan is back: Savage, bloodthirsty
gargoyles brought back to life by the demon Azazel before he was destroyed by demon
hunter Natalia Grey and her now-husband, Carson Connors. The gargoyles that killed
her father…The gargoyles she swore to destroy. When the Clan lures the other hunters
away and Tally is nearly killed in an assault the could only have been meant for her, she
must face the possibility that the hunters have been betrayed by one of their own. With
each passing holiday, the Clan grows bolder. The noose grows tighter. And the hunters
become the hunted. Reader Advisory: This book contains a sex scene that uses frank
language and imagery. This is a novella length story (about 80 pages long), and is best
read after the first two books in the series, to avoid spoilers. This is Book 2.1 in The
Stonebrood Saga: 1.0: Carson’s Night 2.0: Beauty’s Beasts 2.1: Harvest of Holidays* 2.2:
Unbearable* 3.0: Sabrina’s Clan 3.1: Pay the Ferryman* 3.5: Hearts of Stone (Series
Boxed Set) A Vampire Menage Gargoyle Urban Fantasy Romance [*A Stony Stories
tale: Short stories featuring the characters and situations from the Stonebrood Saga]
___ Praise for Harvest of Holidays I was fascinated with the snapshot of Carson's and
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Tally's life around the time of Riley's birth...would love to read more!! Ms.Posey has
done this painful deed for a reason-trust me its worth this short pain to read the saga.
Carson's Night
Beauty Is the Beast
A Dark Mafia Paranormal Romance
The Darkest Part of the Forest
Darkfever
An Urban Fantasy Fairy Tale
An Instant New York Times Bestseller! Winner of the Coretta Scott King - John
Steptoe for New Talent Author Award Filled with mystery and an intriguingly
rich magic system, Tracy Deonn’s YA contemporary fantasy reinvents the King
Arthur legend and “braids together Southern folk traditions and Black Girl
Magic into a searing modern tale of grief, power, and self-discovery” (Dhonielle
Clayton, New York Times bestselling author of The Belles). After her mother
dies in an accident, sixteen-year-old Bree Matthews wants nothing to do with
her family memories or childhood home. A residential program for bright high
schoolers at UNC–Chapel Hill seems like the perfect escape—until Bree
witnesses a magical attack her very first night on campus. A flying demon
feeding on human energies. A secret society of so called “Legendborn”
students that hunt the creatures down. And a mysterious teenage mage who
calls himself a “Merlin” and who attempts—and fails—to wipe Bree’s memory
of everything she saw. The mage’s failure unlocks Bree’s own unique magic
and a buried memory with a hidden connection: the night her mother died,
another Merlin was at the hospital. Now that Bree knows there’s more to her
mother’s death than what’s on the police report, she’ll do whatever it takes to
find out the truth, even if that means infiltrating the Legendborn as one of their
initiates. She recruits Nick, a self-exiled Legendborn with his own grudge
against the group, and their reluctant partnership pulls them deeper into the
society’s secrets—and closer to each other. But when the Legendborn reveal
themselves as the descendants of King Arthur’s knights and explain that a
magical war is coming, Bree has to decide how far she’ll go for the truth and
whether she should use her magic to take the society down—or join the fight.
This paperback edition of Legendborn contains a teaser to the thrilling sequel,
Bloodmarked, as well as an exclusive short story from Selwyn Kane's
perspective!
New York Times and USA TODAY Bestselling author of Science Fiction, Urban
Fantasy, and Paranormal Romance brings another action, adventure, and
suspense-filled story to transport readers out of this world. Ella is the last of a
dying breed of humans that live hidden deep in the forests of Washington
State. All of her life, she has heard horror stories about the Others, the beasts
that live beyond the safety of the mountains. In ancient times, humans and the
Others lived together in peace, but a great battle divided them and the shapeshifting species won the war. Ty Bearclaw, a grizzly shifter, is the curator at the
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Washington State Animal Sanctuary, Research, and Observation Center
(WSASROC). A call from a rancher about an unusual animal causing havoc
along the borders of the National Forest brings him to the Olympic Mountain
National Park. Ty is furious when he discovers that the rancher has placed a
trap to capture the creature on government-protected property. His shock soon
turns to horror and confusion when he locates the wounded ‘animal.’ Ty finds
more than he expects when a human, thought to be extinct, turns up in the
trap. What is even more confusing is his bear’s reaction to the female. When
word escapes about his discovery, Ty must fight to protect the unusual woman
who is more than an oddity – she is his mate! Can Ty keep Ella alive and safe
from a shifter obsessed with adding her to his private collection? Not only that,
can he protect her when his own government threatens to take her away from
him? More books in the More than Human series: Ella and the Beast: More than
Human Book 1 Additional series: Cosmos’ Gateway Lords of Kassis Magic, New
Mexico Dragon Lords of Valdier Dragonlings of Valdier Sarafin Warriors Curizan
Warrior Marastin Dow Warriors Zion Warriors Project Gliese 581g Breaking Free
Second Chance Spirit Pass Dust Fairy Tale Paranormal; action; adventure;
fantasy; romance, s.e. smith; se smith; paranormal series; shapeshifters;
human extinction. http://sesmithfl.com https://www.facebook.com/se.smith.5
I hunt demons. I don't work for them. And I promised my mom one thing before
she was murdered: Under no circumstances, would I ever go near the high
demons. But I'll break that promise over and over again if it helps me avenge
her death. When my only lead turns to ash in the middle of demon territory,
I'm suddenly a dead witch walking. Violence in Samael's club is an automatic
death sentence... unless he can use you. And it turns out that the most
powerful demon in the country has a use for little ol' me. Demons are being
slaughtered. His demons. And as a bounty hunter, it's up to me to find out who
would dare hurt his people. I've got two weeks to find the killer, and if I fail, I'm
bonded to Samael. Forever. Samael's certain that I'll be his, but I'm not the
kinda girl who risks her freedom for a demon. I'm the kinda girl who won't let
anyone get in the way of her vengeance-- not even the Machiavellian control
freak who thinks he can run my life. The problem? I've pissed the wrong people
off. Now I'm the one being hunted, and someone's coming for me with
everything they have. But I'm never more dangerous than when my back is up
against the wall. And I'm ready to come out swinging. ♥ If you like K.F Breene,
Ilona Andrews, Patricia Briggs, Faith Hunter, Laurell K. Hamilton, Jennifer Estep,
Shannon Mayer, Kim Harrison, and Dannika Dark, you'll love this series. The
Deals with Demons world includes the fae, demons, mages, werewolves,
witches, and more.♥ ★ Read it now ★
A desperate beauty enslaved . . . Nadia Bessonova's career-criminal father has
deadly enemies—and to save him, his devoted daughter is willing to make a
bargain with the devil himself. She will surrender completely, body and spirit,
to the dangerous Dominic Luder, and submit to his every whim. A tormented
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beast enthralled . . . Haunted by inner demons and hiding away in his dark,
secluded manor, Dominic is mesmerized by his sensuous prisoner who
inflames his bestial lust. But Nadia is no mere plaything. At once fearful,
willing, and wildly passionate, she brings his most breathtaking erotic fantasies
to life—and thaws his cold, wounded heart. A perilous path to a happy ending .
. . But Nadia never dreamed she'd become slave to her own desires in a
savage game of seduction and revenge. And now that he has tasted ecstasy,
will a jealous, magnificent beast be able to relinquish his prize?
Legendborn
Of Beast and Beauty
The Stonebrood Saga
An Adult Fairytale Romance
Beasts of New York
Blood Ascendant
A monster is holding me hostage inside a chateau. Can I escape him? Or will he still my heart
forever?
Not all princes are noble. Some of them are beasts.Beauty is the alpha of the Penny Royal pack, and
her beta wolf is dying. It's up to her to find a cure. Her quest is interrupted by a pack of dire wolves
with a quest of their own. Three handsome brothers, cursed and suffering, have been waiting for
someone who can break the curse they've lived under for a hundred years. They're convinced that
Beauty is going to cure them, whether she wants to or not.They think she's their fated Mate. She
thinks she's their prisoner.Maybe she's both.Beauty's Wolves is a Dark Reverse Harem Romance
novella that is based in the world of Everafter Academy. You do not need to read that series in order
to enjoy this novella.
FRIGHTENED MONSTERS. STOLEN TIME. AND ONE SERIOUSLY UNDERESTIMATED
DAMSEL. Katie ran from the magical world years ago. She never planned on being dragged back in
by a prophesying clamshell. The seers believe she alone can prevent an apocalypse of ruined time
and broken worlds. Bran the Crow King believes she can save him from his cannibalistic grandfather.
Katie believes they're all nuts. One thing is for certain: she's not waiting around for help. Operation
Katie Saves her Own Damn Self is officially on.
Beauty's BeastsAn Urban Fantasy Fairy Tale
A Dark Beauty & The Beast Everafter Academy Standalone
Rowan of the Wood
Beasts Among Us Worlds War
A Modern Retelling
A Retelling of Beauty and the Beast
War isn't coming. It's here. The forsaken gods are back to reclaim the world and rule it
once more. There are some who hope to coexist with humans, but even peace comes
with a price. The quiet life Gretchen fought to attain is over. Gone are the days when
her greatest worry was being found out for what she is-a werewolf. Her property has
now become home base for more than just her own kind. Fae from far and wide unite
with her to face off against the gods. When Gretchen and her fledgling pack are called
to the front lines, friend becomes foe, and death lurks around every turn. Gretchen
encounters the toughest challenges of her life as she becomes the leader she was
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destined to be, comes face-to-face with her greatest fears, and fights to save her pack
and humanity from annihilation. Welcome to the end of the world.
By reader demand, the story of how Nick and Damien met. Three years after the events
of Sabrina’s Clan, Nicholas Sherwood’s friends and loved ones gather for Christmas in
the Scottish Highlands. Sabrina and Riley meet a stranger identical to Damien, forcing
Nick to examine his past. Don’t miss out on this short bonus story, part of the
paranormal romance thriller Stonebrood Saga series reviewers call edgy, vividly
captivating, delightfully wicked and erotic. Reader Advisory: This story features two
super hot alpha vampire heroes and MM sexual play. Do not read this book if frank
sexual language and sex scenes offend you. No vampires or demon hunters came to
harm in the making of this book. Gargoyles have been added to the official hunt list,
however… This story is part of The Stonebrood Saga: 1.0: Carson’s Night 2.0: Beauty’s
Beasts 2.1: Harvest of Holidays* 2.2: Unbearable* 3.0: Sabrina’s Clan 3.1: Pay the
Ferryman* 3.5: Hearts of Stone (Series Boxed Set) *A Stony Stories tale: Short stories
featuring the characters and situations from the Stonebrood Saga A vampire gargoyle
urban fantasy romance story. ___ Praise for Pay the Ferryman This a well crafted
backstory that will suck you right in. Be forewarned it will make you want to get the
series, it's that good. I was lucky enough to get to read this from a hidden nugget and
couldn't put it down. Such a great story! It fills in some of the background that you
always wonder about when reading the Stonebrood Saga books. I loved reading about
Nick and Damien's first meeting!
A girl makes a secret sacrifice to the faerie king in this lush New York Times bestselling
fantasy by author Holly Black In the woods is a glass coffin. It rests on the ground, and
in it sleeps a boy with horns on his head and ears as pointed as knives.... Hazel and
her brother, Ben, live in Fairfold, where humans and the Folk exist side by side. Since
they were children, Hazel and Ben have been telling each other stories about the boy in
the glass coffin, that he is a prince and they are valiant knights, pretending their prince
would be different from the other faeries, the ones who made cruel bargains, lurked in
the shadows of trees, and doomed tourists. But as Hazel grows up, she puts aside
those stories. Hazel knows the horned boy will never wake. Until one day, he does....
As the world turns upside down, Hazel has to become the knight she once pretended to
be. The Darkest Part of the Forest is bestselling author Holly Black's triumphant return
to the opulent, enchanting faerie tales that launched her YA career.
Alone and lonely…can they find each other? Sabrina Castillo survived the foster system
to emerge with a fantastic career. One day, she will meet the man who will help her
build a family of her own. Nyanther, a two-thousand-year-old vampire, resents the loss
of his tribe and intends to spend his last breath on destroying the gargoyles. He refuses
to let anyone into his life, especially Sabrina, who isn’t of his world. Jake Summerfield,
reluctant heir to the family corporation, is everything Sabrina could wish for—until he
meets Nyanther and loses his heart. The last gargoyles of the Stonebrood Clan know
these three are the key to their survival and make their move…. Grab your copy of the
final installment in the paranormal romance thriller series that reviewers have called
edgy, vividly captivating, delightfully wicked and erotic. Reader Advisory: This story
features two super hot alpha vampire heroes, multiple sex scenes, including anal sex,
MM sexual play and MMF sex. Do not read this book if frank sexual language and sex
scenes offend you. No vampires or demon hunters came to harm in the making of this
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book. Gargoyles have been added to the official hunt list, however… This is Book 3.0 in
The Stonebrood Saga: 1.0: Carson’s Night 2.0: Beauty’s Beasts 2.1: Harvest of
Holidays* 2.2: Unbearable* 3.0: Sabrina’s Clan 3.1: Pay the Ferryman* 3.5: Hearts of
Stone (Series Boxed Set) A Vampire Menage Gargoyle Urban Fantasy Romance [*A
Stony Stories tale: Short stories featuring the characters and situations from the
Stonebrood Saga] ___ Praise for Sabrina’s Clan This was an amazing end to this
series. I'm glad that Ny was brought back so that we could learn about his life and what
happens to him. If you liked the other Stonebrook books you will love this one. I will
wipe my tears and write up my review, but I DON'T WANT IT TO END!!! Explosive! I
loved all the books in this series and each brought something different and
extraordinary, but this was my favorite. I absolutely loved this series of books, but this
one may have been my favorite. The characters, flawed as they are, become like old
friends. You become engrossed in wanting a happy ending for each of them. I
absolutely loved this book!! My favorite one so far by Tracy Cooper-Posey. I highly
recommend this book. You will not be able to put it down!!!
The Dragon of Jin-Sayeng
A Tale of Beauty and Beast
A Paranormal Urban Fantasy Romance
Tempting the Beast
Unbearable
A Beauty and the Beast Story for Adults
Gretchen is a 24-year-old-hairstylist with secrets: She likes to chase squirrels
and howl at the moon. She's also not really 24.When one of her coworkers turns
up dead in the salon, she suspects that the murderer isn't entirely human. When
another stylist is murdered, and then another, she goes on the prowl. A circus
with a secret side show catches her attention, as does her former pack, and a
group of visiting vampires.Her only outlet is her music, but that will only keep her
wolf on a leash for so long with a killer on the loose.
'A major new voice. Read Temi Oh today. Everybody will be reading her
tomorrow' Stephen Baxter. author of World Engines 'A brilliant, beautiful debut.
Reading it will change your heart' Christian Kiefer, author of Phantoms * The
Long Way to a Small, Angry Planet meets The 100 in this unforgettable debut by
a brilliant new voice. * A century ago, scientists theorised that a habitable planet
existed in a nearby solar system. Today, ten astronauts will leave a dying Earth
to find it. Four are decorated veterans of the 20th century’s space-race. And six
are teenagers, graduates of the exclusive Dalton Academy, who’ve been in
training for this mission for most of their lives. It will take the team twenty-three
years to reach Terra-Two. Twenty-three years spent in close quarters. Twentythree years with no one to rely on but each other. Twenty-three years with no
rescue possible, should something go wrong. And something always goes
wrong. * Don't miss one of Cosmopolitans books by people of colour to get
excited about in 2019, called 'a tightly wound epic' that 'will change your heart' by
Christian Kiefer, author of Phantoms. * WHY READERS DREAM OF TERRA-TWO .
. . 'An ambitious 500-page coming-of-age blockbuster . . .Oh is excellent at
portraying the aching sense of loss on a one-way trip to the stars' Guardian 'A
tightly wound, emotional epic that asks important questions about humanity,
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goodness, belief, technology, love, friendship, and duty. At what point is
grabbing hold of one’s destiny ultimately an attempt to escape some other? Like
all great writers, Temi Oh refuses the easy answer, instead ruminating upon the
question itself. This novel is a brilliant, beautiful debut. Reading it will change
your heart.' Christian Kiefer, author of Phantoms 'One of the most absorbing
books I have ever read' 'This book seemed to take over my life whilst I was
reading it - if I wasn't actually reading, I was thinking about it' 'I'm in love with this
book . . . It is a beautiful, sprawling, literary delight with an unforgettable cast
undertaking an unforgettable journey.' 'For fans of the character-driven The Long
Way to a Small, Angry Planet series, Terra-Two is perfect . . . A strong, haunting,
character-driven story . . . This book and its characters will stay with you for a
long time.' 'Do You Dream of Terra-Two succeeds both as a great sci-fi story and
a brilliant drama . . . Even though you expect things to go wrong in this story,
they still wrong foot you when they do. 5*. 'Beautifully written . . . It's inspirational
to read' 'I would love to be able to write like Temi Oh. I should start taking notes .
. . Highly recommended!'
In The Dragon of Jin-Sayeng, the queen of a divided land must unite her people
against the enemies who threaten to tear her country apart. K. S. Villoso is a
"powerful new voice in fantasy." (Kameron Hurley) Queen Talyien is finally home,
but dangers she never imagined await her in the shadowed halls of her father's
castle. War is on the horizon. Her son has been stolen from her, her warlords
despise her, and across the sea, a cursed prince threatens her nation with
invasion in order to win her hand. Worse yet, her father's ancient secrets are
dangerous enough to bring Jin-Sayeng to ruin. Dark magic tears rifts in the sky,
preparing to rain down madness, chaos, and the possibility of setting her nation
aflame. Bearing the brunt of the past and uncertain about her future, Talyien will
need to decide between fleeing her shadows or embracing them before the whole
world becomes an inferno. The Chronicles of the Wolf Queen The Wolf of Orenyaro The Ikessar Falcon The Dragon of Jin-Sayeng "The stunning conclusion of
the Chronicles of the Wolf Queen series is filled with high-stakes action,
emotions, and magic, with an ending that will not disappoint." (Library Journal,
starred review)
Dark paranormal mafia romance.
A Children's Book for Grownups
Dark Tales: Beauty and the Beast
Speak of the Demon
Captive Beauty
The Quicksilver Court
Of Beasts and Beauties
Tally Grey Connorsʼ final story. Carson Connors heads out on one last, minor hunt
before retiring forever to raise his daughter, Riley, but as Tally goes into labor, tragedy
strikes. The hunt for the last two surviving gargoyles̶the strongest and smartest of the
Stonebrood clan̶warps life and love, straining even Nick and Damianʼs four century
long relationship, in ways that no one could possibly anticipate. Unbearable is an
emotion-charged part of the Stonebrood Saga, revealing the tragic events of Rileyʼs
early childhood. Get your copy of this Unbearable story today. Reader Advisory: This is
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a novella length story (about 80 pages long), and is best read in series order, to avoid
spoilers. This is Book 2.2 in The Stonebrood Saga: 1.0: Carsonʼs Night 2.0: Beautyʼs
Beasts 2.1: Harvest of Holidays* 2.2: Unbearable* 3.0: Sabrinaʼs Clan 3.1: Pay the
Ferryman* 3.5: Hearts of Stone (Series Boxed Set) A Vampire Menage Gargoyle Urban
Fantasy Romance [*A Stony Stories tale: Short stories featuring the characters and
situations from the Stonebrood Saga] ̲ Praise for Unbearable If you've read any of
the other Stonebrood Saga books, you have to read this one, if only for your peace of
mind. I really liked that this was told from Damien's point of view. I loved it because it let
me see the why of the feelings behind Nick and Damian's breakup and because I know
that after all they will find a way to get back together. Brilliant. This book answers many
questions and shows the happy ending through Damion, Nick and Riley. The emotional
rollercoaster is worth getting into to - give it a go - you will be glad you did. Read this
series from the very first story or you will not get the full effect! This particular novella
has very tragic happenings that left me shaken! That is what I love, I never try to
second guess the direction this author will take I just sit back and enjoy the ride. I. Love.
This. Book! I fell even more in love with these vampires.
Family history can be fatal.Riley Carson Connors is yanked out of Pittsburgh and
coaxed to New York by two tall, sexy strangers. Nicholas Sherwood and Damian are
the only people in the world who know anything about her parents, and what they know
is terrifying. She must face a powerful enemy who killed both her parents, who were the
best demon hunters of their era.But while the truth about Riley's family history is a
powerful magnet, Damian and Nicholas prove to be even more compelling. Former
lovers and brought together only because they gave their word to her mother to protect
Riley, the two powerful vampires play erotic mind games with her. Each has a hidden
sexual agenda that Riley can't begin to guess, but seems to involve driving her out of
her mind with the sort of pleasure only a centuries-old lover would know how to
give.Warning: This story features two super hot alpha vampire heroes, multiple sex
scenes, including anal sex, MM sexual play, MMF sex and the use of sex toys. Do not
read this book if frank sexual language and sex scenes offend you.No vampires or
demon hunters came to harm in the making of this book. Gargoyles have been added
to the official hunt list, however...This is the second book in The Stonebrood Saga.Book
1.0: Carson's NightBook 2.0: Beauty's BeastsBook 2.1: Harvest of Holidays*Book 3.0:
Sabrina's Clan[*A Stony Stories tale: Short stories featuring the characters and
situations from the Stonebrood Saga]̲̲Night Owl Reviews Reviewer's Top PickWinner,
Sassy Brit Bookcover AwardIt's an outstanding book but be prepared to have your
hanky ready. It has everything a good old fashioned adventure story should have: an
evil villain, the unknowing stooge, creatures of the night and heroic men/vampires who
will do everything to keep their woman safe. Once this reviewer started this book, she
couldn't stop until the last page was read! Blackraven's ReviewsBeauty's Beasts is a
erotic page turner full of heart. Certainly one You Gotta Read. You Gotta Read
ReviewsDelightfully wicked and erotic. I loved every minute of it. Don't miss out on this
was a wonderful read. Night Owl ReviewsVividly captivating paranormal thriller that is
infused with edgy suspense, dark passion and an extreme emotional depth that
immediately grabs the reader and never lets go! The Romance StudioA paranormal
lover's wicked delight. Literary Nymphs̲̲Tracy Cooper-Posey is an Amazon #1 Best
Selling Author. She writes erotic vampire romances, hot romantic suspense,
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paranormal and urban fantasy romances. She has published over 70 novels since
1999, been nominated for five CAPAs including Favourite Author, and won the Emma
Darcy Award.She turned to indie publishing in 2011. Her indie titles have been
nominated four times for Book Of The Year and Byzantine Heartbreak was a 2012
winner. She has been a national magazine editor and for a decade she taught romance
writing at MacEwan University.She is addicted to Irish Breakfast tea and chocolate,
sometimes taken together. In her spare time she enjoys history, Sherlock Holmes,
science fiction and ignoring her treadmill. An Australian, she lives in Edmonton, Canada
with her husband, a former professional wrestler, where she moved in 1996 after
meeting him on-line.
Killian knows all about vampires and aliens. Theyʼre not real. But when a handsome
swimmer climbs into her storm-tossed boat an hour from her summer destination, the
worlds of fantasy and reality suddenly collide… Cuttylea Island has no mall, no social
scene, and no action. But it does have a mysterious stone tower, ageless islanders,
and a secret as astonishing as a mermaidʼs tale… Before the summer is through, Killian
will find the truth of her familyʼs past…and the role she is destined to play in a centuriesold curse.
"A classic, breathtaking adventure brimful of dangerous magic and clever
politics."―Tasha Suri, author of The Jasmine Throne Loyalties are tested and nations
clash in the second novel of a fresh epic fantasy series bursting with adventure,
intrigue, ambition, and deadly magic. Ryxander, the Warden of Gloamingard, has failed.
Unsealed by her blood, the Door hidden within the black tower has opened. Now, for
the first time since the age of the Graces, demons walk the world. As tensions grow
between nations, all eyes̶and daggers̶are set on Morgrain, which has fallen under
the Demon of Discordʼs control. When an artifact with the power to wipe out all life in a
domain is stolen, Ryx will do whatever it takes to save her home from destruction. But
success may demand a larger sacrifice from Ryx than she could have imagined. Praise
for Rooks and Ruin: "Block out time to binge this can't-stop story filled with danger and
unexpected disaster. From the fresh take on time-honored tropes to a crunchy, intriguefilled story, The Obsidian Tower is a must-read for lovers of high fantasy."―C. L. Polk,
World Fantasy award-winning author of Witchmark "This is a truly excellent fantasy and
an epic beginning for a new trilogy."―Locus Rooks and Ruin The Obsidian Tower The
Quicksilver Court For more from Melissa Caruso, check out: Swords and Fire The
Tethered Mage The Defiant Heir The Unbroken Empire
A Retelling of the Story of Beauty and the Beast
Beauty
Ella and the Beast
Daughter of Smoke & Bone
Searlus and the Sailor
Beauty's Beasts
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder. This modern retelling of the classic fairy tale of Beauty and
the Beast is told here in a graphic novel format. More than 100 pages of illustrated action,
adventure, and love teach a lesson to look beyond the surface and learn to love what’s underneath.
A merchant takes shelter in a castle during a thunderstorm, and ends up striking a bargain with
its beastly master. His youngest daughter, Beauty, returns to the castle to live in exchange for a
restoration of the family’s previous wealth. Beauty befriends Beast, but longs to see her family
again. He allows her to visit her former home, but when she doesn’t return at the designated time,
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consequences ensue.
"We all hold a beast inside. The only difference is what form it takes when freed." Rain Ryland
has never belonged anywhere. He’s used to people judging him for his rough background, his
intimidating size, and now, his orphan status. He’s always been on the outside, looking in, and he’s
fine with that. Until he moves to New Wurzburg and meets Friederike Burkhart. Freddie isn’t like
normal teen girls, though. And someone wants her dead for it. Freddie warns he’d better stay far
away if he wants to stay alive, but Rain’s never been good at running from trouble. For the first
time, Rain has something worth fighting for, worth living for. Worth dying for.
An ancient wizard possesses a young boy after a millennium of imprisonment in a magic wand.
He emerges from the child in the face of danger and discovers Fiana, his new bride from the past,
has somehow survived time and become something evil.
The New York Times–bestselling author of Rose Daughter reimagines the classic French fairy tale
of Beauty and the Beast. I was the youngest of three daughters. Our literal-minded mother named
us Grace, Hope, and Honour. . . . My father still likes to tell the story of how I acquired my odd
nickname: I had come to him for further information when I first discovered that our names
meant something besides you-come-here. He succeeded in explaining grace and hope, but he had
some difficulty trying to make the concept of honour understandable to a five-year-old. . . . I said:
‘Huh! I’d rather be Beauty.’ . . . By the time it was evident that I was going to let the family down
by being plain, I’d been called Beauty for over six years. . . . I wasn’t really very fond of my given
name, Honour, either . . . as if ‘honourable’ were the best that could be said of me. The sisters’
wealthy father loses all his money when his merchant fleet is drowned in a storm, and the family
moves to a village far away. Then the old merchant hears what proves to be a false report that one
of his ships had made it safe to harbor at last, and on his sad, disappointed way home again he
becomes lost deep in the forest and has a terrifying encounter with a fierce Beast, who walks like a
man and lives in a castle. The merchant’s life is forfeit, says the Beast, for trespass and the theft
of a rose—but he will spare the old man’s life if he sends one of his daughters: “Your daughter
would take no harm from me, nor from anything that lives in my lands.” When Beauty hears this
story—for her father had picked the rose to bring to her—her sense of honor demands that she
take up the Beast’s offer, for “cannot a Beast be tamed?” This “splendid story” by the Newbery
Medal–winning author of The Hero and the Crown has been named an ALA Notable Book and a
Phoenix Award Honor Book (Publishers Weekly).
Half-Shell Propheces
Pay The Ferryman
Aquarian
Sabrina's Clan
Enslave
Haven

This is the first published version of Beauty and the Beast, written by the French
author Gabrielle-Suzanne Barbot de Villeneuve in the mid-18th century and
translated by James Robinson Planche. It is a novel-length story intended for adult
readers, addressing the issues of the marriage system of the day in which women
had no right to choose their husband or to refuse to marry. There is also a wealth of
rich back story as to how the Prince became cursed and revelations about Beauty's
parentage, which fail to appear in subsequent versions of the now classic fairy tale.
In a nation on the brink of war, a young art student's star-crossed love begins to
bloom in the first book of the New York Times bestselling epic fantasy trilogy by
award-winning author Laini Taylor. Around the world, black handprints are
appearing on doorways, scorched there by winged strangers who have crept
through a slit in the sky. In a dark and dusty shop, a devil's supply of human teeth
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grown dangerously low. And in the tangled lanes of Prague, a young art student is
about to be caught up in a brutal otherworldly war. Meet Karou. She fills her
sketchbooks with monsters that may or may not be real; she's prone to disappearing
on mysterious "errands"; she speaks many languages -- not all of them human; and
her bright blue hair actually grows out of her head that color. Who is she? That is
the question that haunts her, and she's about to find out. When one of the strangers
-- beautiful, haunted Akiva -- fixes his fire-colored eyes on her in an alley in
Marrakesh, the result is blood and starlight, secrets unveiled, and a star-crossed
love whose roots drink deep of a violent past. But will Karou live to regret learning
the truth about herself?
Amid the lovely roses and razor-sharp thorns, love tangles between beasts and
beauties in the romantic tale that transcends time... Five novels retell the classic
story of Beauty and the Beast, each with its own twist. Meet a dark-elf prince, a
dragonian princess, a brooding vigilante, mighty superheroes, and futuristic guards,
and watch as Beast meets Beauty, falling in love across fantasy, science fiction, and
romantic suspense. Each of these novels is only available as part of this set, so don't
miss them: enter the enchanted castle and break the spell today
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